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Visit to Severn Area Rescue Association (SARA)
By
Mike Rainbow G6OTP
Pictures by Alan Lodge G3MGW
One of Severn Area Rescue Association (SARA) lifeboat stations is at Sharpness Old dock on the river
Severn and GARES met there on a bright spring evening with the river low and the sands being visible.
Sharpness is the second SARA station to open and was originally setup in response to a tragic
accident. In November 1985 when a mother her husband and small child were walking on the sands
just off Sharpness they were swept away by the incoming tide and drowned. In a separate incident a 15
year old boy was also lost off Sharpness.
The Chepstow lifeboats cannot reach the area at all tide states so it was decided to open the station at
Sharpness, the station was opened by Johnny Morris in 1986.
The Station has a modern boathouse which also houses an operations room and training facility. The
slipway permits a very fast launch by tractor and launch cradle directly from the building.
The SARA rigid hull inflatable boat (RHIB) has been supplemented by a very sleek looking hovercraft.
[Rigid hull inflatable boat (RHIB) - is a lightweight but high-performance and high-capacity boat
constructed with a solid, shaped hull and flexible tubes at the gunwale.]
The training facility is put to very good use for courses leading to the award of the Royal Yachting
Association power boat certificates.
The GARES members were very impressed with the organization and equipment. Impressive also was
the ever changing river Severn and there were more than a few who were left quite in awe of its
majesty.
It was also a bonus to be able to see the remains of the old rail Severn Bridge and the two fuel barges
that brought about its destruction. A superb evening was had and grateful thanks given to the members
of SARA who had given their time for us.
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